New Scantron Reports

These are the reports you will be receiving on your jump drive when your exams are graded. Below is a brief description of each, as well as the equivalent report from the old grading software. If you have other questions or feedback, please do not hesitate to reach out as we continue to work on optimizing our new processes and strive to make this a useful tool for you.

100 – Test Analysis

The Test Analysis Report provides summary information about the test. Basic statistics such as the average score and the highest and lowest score are included, as well as the questions that had the highest and lowest percentages of correct responses. This is a new report that does not have an equivalent from the old Scantron grading software.

101 – Student Statistics Report

The Student Statistics Report is used to view class performance for tests. The report lists each student in the class with his/her grade, raw score, and percent score. This report is roughly equivalent to the old rpt_3_Roster_T_Z_Scores_withID.

104 – Student Score Histogram Report

The Student Score Histogram report displays several test overview statistics followed by a histogram depicting the scores graphically. This report is roughly equivalent to the old rpt_2_ResultsFrequency.

150 – Student Grade Report

The Student Grade Report provides complete test information for each student that can be handed back to the student. It is run individually and includes the student’s grade, raw score, percentage, and the student’s answers to each question. This report is roughly equivalent to the old rpt_5_StudentDetail_WithID.

206 – Condensed Test Report

The Condensed Test Report provides answer choice frequency information on a question-by-question basis, including distractor and class score information. The report lists each question on the test along with the frequencies for each answer choice. Distractors and non-distractors are pointed out so that you can view question performance. This report is roughly equivalent to the old rpt_4_FreqAnalysis.

310 – Test Statistics Report

The Test Statistics Report displays basic statistics on the test as a whole and is useful for gaining a quick look at performance and basic statistical analysis. This report is roughly equivalent to the old rpt_1_SummaryPage.